Shoveling a path to the future

Iowa City resident Jeff Vandenbroucke braves the cold to sweep snow from the front patio of the Iowa Union. Left: UI President Dr. Bruce Harreld with the media.

Stranded students to earn extra money

Bobi Broy
The Daily Iowan

While most UI students are enjoying time off, some students have found a way to earn extra money. Junior Brian Doellinger of Iowa City is taking advantage of the winter break to work at a local coffee shop.

COGS' 'grade-in' displays unity

Charlotte Eth
The Daily Iowan

While graduate student union members gathered at UI by the thousands to protest the administration, UI President Bruce Harreld was on the phone. "We need to do more for the people," he said.
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ARH honored with seminar
Eric Nuechter
The Daily Iowan

Students' hard work with Associated Residence Halls (ARH) will pay off next November when UI has a leadership conference.
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President Clinton wants to bring to the nation a presidential campaign in November that will campaign event at Arizona State University's part of a wave of emotional needs.

A year of triumph, a year of tragedy

Ted Anthony

I nvestigators:

For America, 1996 was one of those years that are increasingly common in complicated times: many more heroes, many more villains, more self-righteousness, more violence. The year was one of enduring but scantily witnessed American military resistance, of a general consensus by most people that there are no good or bad sides to the war in the Caucasus, just that we now use more of the weapons that we have. We use the weapons that we have more often to survive in the world, to get us into our own minds. And now we use the weapons that we have more often to survive in the world, to get us into our own minds.

Just as we were getting away from Volgograd, we'd killed in the sky and into the twain, extraviating 18th lives. The

President Clinton wants to bring to the nation a presidential campaign in November that will campaign event at Arizona State University's part of a wave of emotional needs.
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Ted Anthony

I nvestigators:
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Dobyns, Martinke named to Johnson County Board of Health

Kristin Bauer

With two open positions on the Johnson County Board of Supervisors, the Johnson County Board of Supervisors unanimously voted Thursday morning to appoint applicants Dr. Richard Habra and submitted Jim Martinke to the board.

Board member Bob Craig, speaking the first open position, commented earlier he would not support his position. Johnson County Board of Health member Tom Campbell withdrew his application for an open term on the health board, creating the second open position. Campbell's term expires in 2019.

The board said Campbell will be greatly missed by Johnson County and his staff led to a positive-termina- tion vote. The board initially voted Demos out of the office on Oct. 26 with a 4-4 vote.

Board members Shane Leshnek, Katrina Steffen and Bob Craig voted for his termination and Camp and Andra Bockes voting against. Demos's evaluation will be continued as a special consideration.

Checkmate

Dr. Richard Habra and submitted Jim Martinke to the board.
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Graduating into the unknown

I thought I would make the official transition to adult status by reading my dissertation aloud to my parents. My friends and I would all be there, and maybe my dog, Murphy, would come too. But Murphy wouldn't be interested in the subject matter of my dissertation, which is about the physics of superfluids. Murphy would probably be more interested in the food I brought for her. But Murphy didn't come, and neither did anyone else. I had expected about 20 people to attend my dissertation reading, but only Murphy showed up.

But Murphy's absence wasn't the only thing that surprised me on that day. My dissertation advisor, Dr. Johnson, was there. He had prepared a slide presentation about the physics of superfluids, and he explained the concepts of superfluidity in a way that I could understand. I was impressed by his ability to explain complex ideas in simple terms. But I was also disappointed that I had to rely on him to explain my own work.

I had spent countless hours working on my dissertation, and I had expected that my research would be of interest to my peers. But my peers didn't seem to share my enthusiasm for the physics of superfluids. They preferred to talk about their own research, which was about the physics of black holes. I felt a little bit left out, but I tried to keep my spirits up.

I decided to take Murphy for a walk after the dissertation reading. We strolled through the campus, and Murphy sniffed around the grass, looking for any scraps of food. She found a small piece of bread, and she started to eat it. I was surprised by how much she liked bread, and I decided to bring some bread with me on our walks in the future.

Despite the disappointment of having only Murphy show up, I was thankful for the support of my dissertation advisor, Dr. Johnson. He helped me understand the physics of superfluids, and he encouraged me to keep pursuing my research. I left the dissertation reading feeling a little bit more confident in my abilities as a physicist.
Goodbye to UI, Joe, and Dick, from the man behind the graphics

Since UI's move to a new building last fall, the newspaper merger has been well underway. Since then, I've drawn a lot of little sketches for the Daily Iowan's Saturday edition, decided I didn't really enjoy being an "artist," and decided to take a break from the newspaper altogether. While I've enjoyed working on the Daily Iowan, I've decided to focus on other projects. Goodbye to the Daily Iowan, and thank you for your support.

-Brian Reilly

The Daily Iowan's office will close today at 2:00 for winter break. Our main office will re-open Monday, January 16, and we will resume publishing on Tuesday, January 17.

Have a happy and safe holiday season.

The Daily Iowan
Airplane techs "in the hot seat" by default.

ly preparing cases for the Iowa Law in the summer of 1933. Enrolled in the UI in 1932, she worked on the transportation bill of 1933, which became law. She worked on the transportation bill of 1933, which became law.

while planes rolling off its assembly lines. It was there that she began to organize women's rights issues and to develop her legal skills.

Eventually she was allowed to put me to work. She said she began litigating immediately upon her arrival. She didn't even know to apologize he said. "I'm glad you didn't," she said. "I'm glad you didn't." She said she was pleased to be able to before leaving Lima. The United States advised against any risky attempt to honor the hostages — which include American citizens. The United States advised against any risky attempt to honor the hostages — which include American citizens. She had been a loyal supporter of the hostage-fighting group. She said she had been a loyal supporter of the hostage-fighting group. She had been a loyal supporter of the hostage-fighting group.

Your friend down the hall with the Macintosh computer couldn't be happier that Apple is offering a $150 rebate to anyone who gets their own.

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings. Right now Apple is offering a 15% rebate on the Macintosh computer. The rebate arrives in the form of a check. The rebate is for a maximum of $150. You can get this rebate by going to the Apple store or by calling Apple's customer service. The rebate is only available until the end of the year. The rebate is only available until the end of the year.

...with the help of the TV guide, you can find the perfect gift for anyone on your list.

CALIFORNIA JAZZ FESTIVAL presents its 9th annual fundraising event with the annual New Year's Eve Jazz in the Islands Ind.)

Interim Service Notice
December 21-20
Hal I. Schuil, 911 Post Office Service. The Boeing Co. 82-75.

I have new numbers to report.
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Gingrich accused of giving false information to investigators

Larry Margasik
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Newt Gingrich, giving false information to investigators, was paying him not to make House ethics committee's investigation "...Baran told the...

FAA

Valujet forced to cancel 17 flights

Chad Casas
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Valujet scrambled to find seats on other airlines for stranded passengers after its flights were cancelled by federal regulators.

"We're starting to see the effect..." said...

Automakers push for new air bags

Catherine O'Brien
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The auto industry told lawmakers Thursday it simply is not doing enough to speed up the process by issuing an expedited, "...said Ricardo Martinez, said agency...

SA - The Daily News - Iowa City, Iowa - Friday, December 20, 1996

Nation
Locked door saves Red Cross volunteer

Dag Melgaard
Associated Press

OSLO, Norway — In the middle of the night, someone rattled his door at a Red Cross hospital in Chechnya. It was locked. He heard grinding, then a scream and then silence.

Mr. Melgaard, six of Norway's Red Cross volunteers had been murdered in their beds.

"I never heard a shot. I didn't imagine that anyone had been killed until I went into the delivery when it quieted down," Mr. Melgaard said.

He was one of 14 survivors sponsored by Geneva Thursday for the field hospital in the separatist Russian republic. Police and Red Cross officials said the survivors locked arms and stood silently as the hospital was attacked.

"One of the doors was seen by a Swiss policeman as it was not closed and had a plaid with a sticker," Mr. Melgaard told the Norwegian news agency NTB in Geneva.

The lead- ing x-rays were from the shoted.

Mobutu meets opposition, tries to reinforce government

The Associated Press

BE THE BEST SELECTION

World

Polish get to 'Sesame Street'

Andrzej Stoksinski
Associated Press

WARSAW, Poland — Daddy, look what's on! It's Bert and Ernie — and Leah Wolowicz.

"Ulans Sesamkowa," the Polish-language version of the U.S. children's program "Sesame Street," has made its debut on state television.

The Magenta remains the main attraction. But now they speak Polish, have Polish names and are taught with Polish culture.

The program was based on the 1993 version from the United States, says Andrzej Ruszczyk, who directed the show's debut.

"We had a lot of fun with the Urkel," Ruszczyk said of the main character's creator, Steve Canin. "He guaranteed us he won't play with the Urkel anymore."

Now, it's all Polish, from the dialect differences to the Polish family tree in the Urkel's backyard.

There are even two original Polish Magentas, designed in the United States by Jim Henson Products based on Sesame Street. One appears as a soldier and the other as a medic.

"Instead of the American method, we're creating very precise simulations with children about how they should react in some situation or something," Ruszczyk said.

The premiere Tuesday Thursday afternoon session in the U.S. of 1.5 months of effort by Polish producers was held last Friday.

The Urkel is working with the Children's Televis­

The Soul's Code

By James Hillman

A new way of seeing and a way to "resurrect the unaccountable" and thereby recover what has been lost of our intrinsic selves.

The Soul's Code
In Search of Character and Calling

JAMES HILLMAN
Published by Random House

This Holiday Season...
Texas Two-Step

Davis forges senior season

Iowa State State will take on Texas Tech in the Alamo Bowl on Tuesday. The Hawkeyes are 11-1, while the Red Raiders are 7-4.

Davis’ rushing season was unexpected. He had rushed for only 37 yards in his first two seasons.

The Red Raiders will be facing a team that has won 11 games this season. They are hoping to bring their season to a close with a win in the Alamo Bowl.

Davis is looking forward to playing against the Red Raiders.

Hawkeye Hoopla

With 11 days left in the season, the Iowa women's basketball team has finally found its rhythm. They have won four straight games, including a 79-57 victory over Ohio State on Saturday.

The Hawkeyes are now 17-12 overall and 9-9 in the Big Ten. They currently hold the fourth seed in the Big Ten tournament.

The team is being led by senior guard Megan Gustafson. She has scored at least 20 points in each of her last three games.

If the Hawkeyes can continue their winning streak, they have a chance to make a run in the Big Ten tournament and potentially qualify for the NCAA tournament.
**ATHLETICS**

**OLYMPIC BASKETBALL**

Women look forward to 2000

Larry Suddon

Associated Press

Someday, Down Under, Tara VanDerveer will look back at her career with satisfaction and a warm glow. She would have had a chance to do that a few months ago, but an injury kept her out of the U.S. women's team's victory over Australia in the 1996 Summer Games. But she's not going to let the missed opportunity take away from what the team accomplished.

"I guarantee, Australia is working on it now. We can't be complacent. We have to be serious. We can't rest on our Atlanta glory," VanDerveer said.

Last August, the United States women's basketball team won the Olympic title, the ultimate payoff of a remarkable pre-Olympic buildup. USA Basketball decided in 1994 that to include the women in the Olympics, it would have to do more than pick a bunch of players out of college and have them take the gold. It spent $10 million on a multiyear world tour, just as the men did, and put together a world-class women's team.

"It's an absolute privilege to represent our country," VanDerveer said. "To have the confidence of our coaches and the team and the support of USA Basketball, it's a very rewarding experience.

VanDerveer was named as team president, the first of its kind for a U.S. women's team. The position was created to take over for Mike Keenan, who was named team president.

"I can't wait to get started," VanDerveer said. "I can't wait to get started."

**FENCING**

Women's fencing team looks on

Tara VanDerveer, Olympic women's basketball coach, urged the U.S. women's fencing team to prepare for the 2000 Games in Sydney, Australia.

"Women's fencing is the most important event in the country," VanDerveer said. "We know we're going to be strong. We're going to be competitive."

The women's fencing team has been training for the Olympics since 1994, and VanDerveer said she's confident they can win a medal.

"We're going to be competitive," she said. "We're going to be strong. We're going to be competitive."
**Midlands offer best preseason tune-up**

James Kramer

The Daily Iowan

Under different circumstances, the Midwest Intercollegiate would not even need to consider the Midlands Championships as an important pre-season event.

The Midlands, which take place December 14-15 at the University of Nebraska, are very important for the Hawkeyes.

The second reason for Gable's excitement is that the competition is the best he's ever seen. Like the rest of the Hawkeyes, he's been out of shape for a while, so the competition is vital for him.

The third reason for Gable's excitement is that the team is young and hungry. The Hawkeyes are the only tournament we're going to be able to do at the Big Ten meet, so we have to make the most of every opportunity we get.

Gable said that the team members have been working hard in the gym and on the mat.

The Hawkeyes will travel to the West Point Open in March, so this tournament will be a great way to get ready for that meet.

The Hawkeyes are confident that they can beat any team in the country at the Midlands. They are looking forward to the challenge and the opportunity to show what they can do.

Gable said that the team is confident and ready for the tournament. They are looking forward to the opportunity to compete with the best in the world.
Windy James had a solid performance last season to their arch rival. Additionally, the teams played an exhibition game last month. Iowa will be competing for the conference title. Chris said: "...".

Iowa finished third on the NCAA schedule, and the Cadets were out of action in a triangular with Chicago and York. We call it our home. It's our turf. We want to clear a space on their outdoor practice facility. The problem here is that the Giants are no strangers to the cold. That certainly affected him. Mike Holmgren said: "...".

So let's get Bill Parcells' first game as the head coach of the Steelers against a expansion team, the Arizona Ravens, (plus 5) at New Orleans. The Cleveland Browns (plus 1) at Jacksonville. In addition, the Vikings (plus 4) vs. Atlanta was out of action last week. When the NFL schedule came out, we knew it was going to be a tough season.

The winner is in the playoffs, the loser is headed for the playoffs, with their fans watching as the Giants, the ExpanSlOn eam , headed for the playoffs, with their fans watching as...
**Sports**

**Bulls withstand Hornets rally**

Associated Press

CHICAGO — Michael Jordan scored 35 points and Steve Kerr added seven as the Chicago Bulls defeated the New Jersey Nets 109-98 on Friday night to finish off a first-round playoff series in six games.

After winning the first round of the playoffs, the Bulls will next play the Philadelphia 76ers in the second round.

**Bulls forward Dennis Rodman runs up on top of Charlotte center Vlade Divac Thursday. Both players were called for a foul on the play.**

**Connor’s Corner**

Connor is a contributor to the Daily Iowan, the student newspaper at the University of Iowa. He is a junior majoring in political science and has a strong interest in sports writing.

**DILBERT®**

by Scott Adams

**What If the New System Doesn’t Work?**

"Let me check my contract..."

"None, I get paid exactly what the same... here."

**Crossword**

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 1108

**Across**

1. City on the Gulf of Mexico. (8)

2. Gramophone. (11)

3. Actor. (6)

4. Insult. (5)

5. Character created by Neil Simon. (9)

6. City in Kansas. (9)

7.开了. (9)

8. Cell phone. (8)

9. City in New York. (8)

10. Street in New York. (8)

11. Country in South America. (9)

12. "Well, this is the end of the road..." (8)

13. "Yes, Mr. Spock..." (8)

14. "Warp speed..." (9)

15. "Trek across the universe..." (9)

16. "I am a woman..." (9)

17. "I am not a number..." (9)

**Down**

1. Yes, Mr. Spock..." (8)

2. "Warp speed..." (9)

3. "Trek across the universe..." (9)

4. "I am a woman..." (9)

5. "I am not a number..." (9)

6. "Well, this is the end of the road..." (8)

7. "Skipper..." (8)

8. "Enterprise..." (8)

9. "Klingon..." (9)

10. "Klingon..." (9)

11. "Yes, Mr. Spock..." (8)

12. "Warp speed..." (9)

13. "Trek across the universe..." (9)

14. "I am a woman..." (9)

15. "I am not a number..." (9)

16. "Well, this is the end of the road..." (8)

17. "Skipper..." (8)

**Clue**

"Klingon..."

"Warp speed..."

"Trek across the universe..."

"I am a woman..."

"I am not a number..."

"Well, this is the end of the road..."

**University Book Store**

Iowa Memorial Union • The University of Iowa

Full Hours: Mon-Thurs 8am-8pm, Fri 8-5, Sat 9-5, Sun 11-2

WE ACCEPT MCVISA/AMEX DISCOVER AND STUDENT ID

**Do you need some EXTRA CASH?**

Then bring your used Textbooks to the University Book Store on the following dates in December:

- 10th: 8:30-6
- 11th: 8:30-5
- 12th: 8:30-5
- 13th: 8:30-5
- 14th: 8:30-5
- 15th: 8:30-5
- 16th: 8:30-5
- 17th: 8:30-5
- 18th: 8:30-5
- 19th: 8:30-5
- 20th: 8:30-5
- 21st: 8:30-5

Also check out Bugsy, Barfly and Quicksilver, 2nd Floor, University I.D. required.
Art & Entertainment

"English Patient' leads Golden Globe nominees

Ronald Ferguson and Kristin Scott Thomas appear in a scene from the film "The English Patient.' The film collected leading role nominations Thursday for the 54th Golden Globes.

The supporting acting nominations were Debra Winger for "Pelle the Conqueror," Tom Hanks for "The English Patient," and John Travolta for "The Birdcage."


Barbra Streisand and Hanks were expected to be suave. Their characters in "The English Patient" and "Cast Away" were among the best performances of the year.

The Golden Globe Awards, now in their 54th year, divide film into two categories: Drama and Comedy. The group also gives out several categories to television and musical or comedy programs.

"The English Patient" was nominated for best dramatic picture. "Evita" was nominated for best actress in a dramatic role. "Pelle the Conqueror" was nominated for best foreign film. "The Birdcage" was nominated for best comedy.

The group also gives out several categories to television and musical or comedy programs. The awards show Jan. 19.
**Four biggest networks unite in criticizing Nielsen's performance**

Nielsen recently ran a series of trade publications ad calling "your service is up." The design of the networks' ad mimics the one in the networks' ads of earlier this year. The company also complained that the networks' ads are behind the networks' ratings. Hyams said. "We're not complaining about low ratings. We know the networks have lost audience and that cable has made inroads. What we're complaining about is the unexplained inconsistencies in data."

Larry Hyams, vice president for audience analysis at ABC, on the networks' criticism of Nielsen Media Research example, have threatened a fresh wave of legal action to independ potentially in ratings. General broadcast networks also complained. Nielsen now has many cable households in its data, which would tend to improve non-cable ratings.

The networks will need to rely on a new Nielsen service to help determine whether they will lose more audience than cable. They also complained that the networks' ad is too small for an accurate measurement of viewers in a sample of people providing reliable information for the sample each year. They also complained that the network's ad is too small to see.

Cable networks are common, but it has rates and determine whether the network's ad is too small for an accurate measurement of viewers in a sample of people providing reliable information for the sample each year. They also complained that the network's ad is too small to see.